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DST World Wide 
Services 
Hyderabad, India

When DST World Wide Services, a 
leading corporation with business 
presence in the data security, 
financial services & healthcare 
sectors, decided to refresh their 
existing facility in Hyderabad, India, 
Haworth was able to provide a 
comprehensive range of office 
furniture meeting the company’s 
requirements.
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DST wanted their new workspace to 
incorporate improved ergonomics across 
the board; the key objective was to improve 
employees’ well-being and performance.. 
Efficiency in space utilisation was another 
important design factor.

Haworth Solutions for the DST workspace

For Systems solutions, a combination of EZ65 
and Xone workstations were configured 
within the main working zone; DST liked the 
reconfiguration capabilities that both the 
EZ65 and Xone systems offer, as well as the 
ergonomic desking layout arrangements that 
Haworth specifically designed to fulfil the 
health and wellness design objective.  

To provide employees with an ergonomic 
seating solution, LOOK task chairs were 
paired with every workstation, as well as in 
the training rooms.  Executive chair Zody 
was used  in the managerial cabins, together 

with custom pedestals, and also within 
the conference room spaces.  The stylishly 
modern, ergonomic X99 executive seating 
provided an excellent solution for meeting 
and visitor rooms. The CFO Facilities Officer’s 
executive cabin was retrofitted with a 
specially customised veneer table and 
paired with Zody.

The creation of a redesigned workspace has 
brought forth significant outcomes for the 
DST office in Hyderabad; the new office is 
one that efficiently utilises space and makes 
best use of real estate footprint. With the 
integration of excellent ergonomic furniture 
solutions, employees’ health and wellness 
as well as staff morale have improved 
substantially. With the final outcome 
of significantly enhanced ergonomic 
configurations across the entire workspace, 
employees are now working in greater 
comfort, which is reflected in the higher 
staff satisfaction responses. 
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The DST project has been a rewarding 
partnership experience for both client and 
Haworth. The company appreciates the 
prompt and attentive after-sales services 
rendered by Haworth’s client engagement 
team; at the same time, Haworth values DST’s 
review responses on new ways to enhance 
future project deliverables.   

Client
DST World Wide Services

Location
Hyderabad, India

Designer
Raj Consultants
www.rajconsultants.net

PMC
CB Richard Ellis

Hawor th Furniture S olutions : 
Razor system workstations, Xone system 
workstations, Look task chair, Zody task chair, 
X99 executive chair, X99 guest chair, 
customised veneer table, customised  
cabin pedestals.  


